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1; Source is Ukrainian, widow, boB ,4 Jan 1093, teacher retired since

1957; 1945 to 1957 lived at CVERNIV,BIZACHIVSKYI r-n, Ivano-Frankivska obi.,

1957 to 1963 in IVANOFRANKIVSKYI, vul. Ivana Franka ( former Kaminskoho).

Source arrived to the States on 26 Oct 1963 to join for geed her son

WSOTSKY, Bogdan of 500 184th Street, new York,N.Y. She flew from

ERIEVO Airport to FELSTUKT by Finair and fora there by FAA to New

New York,N.Y.

While in the Soviet Union Source did Some travel ing to LVOV,

ROHATYN,and TARNO1OL.She also visited once KIEV prior to her departure

from IVANOFRAIKIVSKYI for MOSCOW • It was either in 1961 or early 1962.

Source is quite intelligent and sophisticated with average memory for her

age ( 71). She vs interviewed at her son's house by Coand George on
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"Paoretni zon50

1. niasiles basip hear IWYE, STAROJAMBIRSKII r-n, LV:VSKA obi.

Source heard people talk that in mods near TURYE there is located a

missile basis. It was built in 1959. The base and its surroundings constitute

a "zapretnaya zone. Source heard this information confirmed by a far

relative of her who told her he was glad not to have had to serve there.

This -relative lived in the Far East and it happened very often that

people living there though staining from West Ukraine were sent to se ye

in the Western °blasts.

2. Approx. 10 km SW off DELATYN,Wast Ukraine there is locate(

a zap-etnaya zone. According to hear &a there was foundnurankum orenstill

in 1950s. One vil age ( Source could not remember its name) was resettled

to other parts of the Savia Union.mostiv deport° to Siberia, and eame

military personal took it aver. People say that the object consists of

3 circles 1 all strictly gUirded. The most inner one, the third is the most

strict. Among people working there should be also prisoners sentenced to

death. Whereas military personal and nerigineers" wear special anti-radiation

suits, the prisoners work without any protection.

In 1962 there was an at,,empt of some prisoners to break out, They

succeeded in getting throu all three circles with allegedly help of guards

who joined them. At that time it was probably late spring 1962, there

were strict mass searches and controls on buses ,trains and on roads in

general. Nilitary units and militia were looking for escapees.

Source waa l however unable to toll any other data or details.

3. According to hear-say approx. 7-9 km South of HURAVUE, ZHYDA0111VSKYI r-n.

LVIVSKA obl, there was fount! in 19641i1T04110ore. All people in the vicinity



were worriedmerried that they mill be soon resettled and a zapretnaya zona

established instead.
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1. Ilzsistance lagainot Russification

The resistance to Pussification was quite strong — according to the

Jource — and ste was rather optimistic about the future of Ukrainians

Against such bombe phenomena as widespread usage of Russian in Kiev,Lviv,and

other large cities, she mentioned the foiouing facts:

q/ smaller tams and countryside as well as "conscious" at of

Ukrainian intelligentsia in large cities speak Ukra . niany and together with

many other ubo We Russian but nevertheless feel Ukrainian, constitute

strong basis of Ukrainian element;
the

b/ inAspring 1963 people talked that some representatives of higher

party—, administration—sand cultural echelons in Kiev appealed to the Supreme

Soviet of the USSR and Khrushchev timast personally to stop Rusaification

of the Ukraine. Source did not know what happened to them. Probably nothing,

but the main point in her view they were not afraid to put forward such

demands.

q/ In 1962 Ukrainian educational and cultural institutions in

CHEENIVTSI,Bukovina, West Ukraine, protested to Kiev against the re•-fusal

of Jewish people there ( tn OREPITIVTSI) to learn at schools Ukrainian

and their preference for Rus-ian. End 1962 or early 1963 a representative

from Kiev decided in favor of Jays and their prefer once for Russian but his

decision was quite conducive to strenhthening U krainian nationalistic

feelings dirodated against the regime.

d/ The bulk of Ukrainian intel igentsia in West Ukraine consists of

people sterling from the countryside. They ramain Ukrainian by virtue of

their origin and do not easily get ru5sified.

e/ During BEria even Russians tried to speak Ukrainian and many of

hem either returned to Russia or plan-ed to; Ul-rainian were promoted in their

tI6
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jobs, given nor- res onsible positions at mcpence of Rus lane, and there

was a genelal revival of krainian activities. Source thought that had this

process lasted for a year a fullfledged Ukrainization were irreversible.

ghnstmcxftmosp Even so, Ukrainians who were given responsible jobs at that

tine, retained them mostly later on. Thus / for instance, Prof MUSA, of

Lviv retained his post as Director of the Institute of nusic also after

BERIA'S liquidation.

g/ Ukrainian youth on the whole is "nationally conscious". Ukrainian

students demanded Dud* of„ en in recent times that lectures be read in

Ukrainian and not in Russian. Such Cemnds were put forward in Lviv and

In Ivanofrankivskyi. There nere also so Ties when Russian stuaents protested

that they didn't understand Ukrainian.

2. Anti -American propaganda 

In 1963 Soviet propaganda inside increased its ef orts against

the USA aiming at convincing people at 11 kindaof public and internal

meetings that America was not as good as it seemed to be • In this cam aign

were used such "arguments" as very high costs of medical cares debts,

unemployaent. Among other thing the propagandis s claimed, for instance

that parcels went to the Soviet Union were being purchased for boilowed

on a high interest money, that people in the States borrow suits before

taking pictures to be ent to the Ukraine, aso.

According to Source this propaganda had practically no effeet

whatsoever. Even propagandists themaelves did not believe it.

3, "epkovolv affpir

People discussed widely lenkovsky's trial. Contrary to official line

all people we,e actually satisfied with what he did. Usual comment was s

" At least one (man) knew how to hurt them". Particular importance was

paid to the fact that he was well off, had very high positionl UPS "one of theirs'

SU-8



and therefore the damage he inflicted upon the regire was very great indeed.

In general PenkaTsky was regarded rather a hero than just " a spy".

4. Assault on Khrushchoes life
In 1962 - 1963 people still talked that a high ranking officer tried

to shoot Khrushchav in MINSK. As to explosion in Herodetska uulytsia in

LVIV Source heard also VaVOIS mmildainingx that these were gas pipes

which blew up.

5. Pjasternalc
the

People talked in general thatt -e-7375'nee of hio"Dr Zhivago m was

an assertion that the Evolution of 1917 did not bring about what zinc it

was sup osed and expected to. Therefore lastornak was right. He was a great

man and was hurried as a fihristian. People knew that his wife and daughter

were deported and had great sympathy for them.

6. Rusians in Western Ukratine

They occupy all the better positions and because of thattnaturally,

are disliked by local element. Moreover that very often they show openly

their chunvinism and on the whole behave quite provocatively. Source herself

knew a cleaner from a hospital in IVANOFRANKIVSKYI who demanded to be
In

addressed onlyARussian.

There is a very strong anti-semitic sentiment along Rus,ians. Source

thought it was also inspired by instructions " from above". Her explanation

for the Letter " because the higher his position the more anti-semitic he is".

Luring Doria Ru inns were in quite a nanic. They were afraid Darla

will substitute then completely with Ukrainians in the Ukraine.

In 1953 -1954 there were rumor° about Pus ian inside party underground.

A party secretary threw himself under the train at DUKACEIVTSI, and another

one shot himself in IVAIrOFRANKIVSITZI. Both - according to rumors- belonged
probably to the party-underground.

SEGO



7. Ukrainian Underground ( in the nut)

It was liquidated mere or less in 1948-49 in tho region of DUKACHIVTSI.

Source lalew some nabers of tho Undorground like :

PAlTKIV•130gdan of CIEIITIVI,Bukachiva-ivi r-n, who was killed in forests

near Oa TITIV during an oblava in 1947;

POI'OVYGII. frill of CIERITIV, officer of the LTA, sentenced in 1948 to 25

years;

ITUDYKpfnu of =MTV, who was caught in Kiev in 1949 on false documents.

There are many le-ends and songs about Ul:rainiln Underground and on

the whole the memory about it is gilts alive in spite of Luc an
some

propaganda. :here are also some critical appraisals of Underground activities I

a/ crass excesses of the Underground against awn population that

took place in 1947	 ( Source mentioned as an example the case of a KULYK.Han

of Verbylivka, a peasant woman who while caring for two orphans was killed

by the Undo ground for allegedly working for the IIITD and what turned out to

be false; )

b/ the wrong policy of the Underground directed at the complete

boycott of Soviet administration, party, and even schools. El- forbidding and

punishing those who joined the Soviet apparatus the Underground helped

Rus , ians to introduce their own element and to divide local population in its

loyalties.

DarIElige of former Underground people took place as lately as

1963. Two men who had returned from aberia,were sentenced to death in a public

trial in TLUILACH in 1963. They wore denounced by local informants for their

"atrocities" i n the pas4.

8. Rpligious secIz

Lost persecuted 110TO Jehava(s witnesses. TIR-e was a trial in 1963

in IVAMBANKIVSKYI. The pro L called then American agents and accused of

"ritual atrocities" such as "sacrificing young girls". Source could not say
anything more about it.

'0,t( SEW
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9. Exareeriatio* or pyjaipte tpuses

In 1962 - 1963 the expropliation of private houses became quite

widespread. Special corn. nal emissions consisting usually of 3 or more

officials of Gorkam "reviewed" many cases and where the owner could not
bought or

prove that he hedAbuilt his bouse	 by honestly earned money" p he was
was

deprived of his property. The only consolation remainedAthat he/she could

usually xnemedole continue to live in the house. The con ishion usually checked

banking accounts, interviewed neighbors, talked to builderspaso.

Similar procedure Lae became now obligatory in cases wLere new houees are

to be built.

Source belonged to those whose house was taken away under the pretext

that it ere bought by her brether-in-law who was a priest and that "the

capital" was obtained illegally "by speculation".

10. The countrve44 

There is a misery in the countryside but somehow people learned

how to help themselves. Shortly before Source t o departure the food-situation

was much worse than usual.

The administration in vil'ages is usually local. Thus in CHLTNIV,

r-n BUKAGILIV the chairman cf ailrada is YATSENTYI,Andrei - local Ul:renian,

aged 40, probably a party man; end the chaitma* of kolhosp is IVANYMN,Andrei

local Uhreinion toe, aged 45, who in 1947 "responded" to amnesty declaration

of Sovs and rata/nod f,-;om the UPA.

All 1 eople , including youths, drink terribly.

In r' 21-10' al , the countryside has now mac) educated people than

aver before. :lany people wont to cities but recently there wee a new

official drive to a y event young people from leaving kelhoops. There is too

much Intel ieentaia. As a result, admissions to Universities became

very difficult end bribes inereased, sometimes up to NRubel 2,5C0.-.
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flore and more Ukrainians join party. As an example Source mentioned

sons of Prof E2KLYILICYI of Ivanofronkivskyi - one was an engin or and the other

medical doctor • They were simply "drawn in "into the per	 y,

In vii ages 0 hauaver, mostly only primitive element joined the party. Source had

often to "educate" such party members who usually could not even read •

Responsible posts in the party are occupied mostly by Rusians and Ukrainians

from Eastern Ukraine.

12. Vird.p, /Tip

In recent years duct clouds .reached as far as C. People

consider the whole project as a fnilu e. On this occasion one talks often

about Malenkov and flolotav "who hsdeknown better ". Both, anumingly,

during the squabble with Khrushchev in 1957 contended that similar

experiment though on much sna3ler scale had already bead tried during the

Tsars and completely failed.

13. 11TAII0-*1.1KIVZYI 

After 1411 II Gave, established in the city:

A/ the Institute of -cdicina at Ilitskeviche Rloolacha;

b/ the Pedistitit at former Lypowa vul.,then Stalina, and now
Shavehenka,

c/ the Politechnical Institute - a branch of Lviv Iolitechnics, in fort
Sapizhanakohn wrap now Radianska uul.

In 1962 a new Ukrainian 11 grades school-internat Imo finished. Recently

they vise built a 11-grades Ukiainien shoal in Ealytska ru).. and a Pus Ian

One in Itherwshavotoho wul, Altogether there are 18 8-and 11-grades schools

in the city. In 1963 Source heard their friends talk that Rus an schools

received equiet instruction" that Ukrainian might be dropped in their

curriculum.

SECñL1
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In 1963 a new children hospital was built (6C0 beds) on the outskirts of

the city on the route to NADWIRNA.

The KGB INs is located in 3hkelova	 ( former Polish court and then

Gestapo). In the sane bui l ding is also mihcx obi-militia housed. KGB of2icers

are usually Rul-[lan) among militia officers there are many ikrairians ,also

local ones. Particularly in recent years many young people joined militia

after admission to higher schools had been made difficult.

KGB informants are generally known and"people keep them i mind ".

Sourde mentioned OSTROVSKA,Maria end her husband Joseph of Horodenka ) who

lived in IVANOFRANIMSKYI, wul. Fran'_a 20,

144 glainla

In 1962 - 1963 authorities intensified their pressure on church.

Among other things) they became more strict on deaanding from priests

signed statements of kga parents ageing to baptize their child ;

a priest can have only one church; a priest's jurisdiction is restricted

only to his church and thus even a son cannot conduct funeral of his own

mother when she was outside of his JuriadicIdon; priests have to pay

30% of their "services income" as tax.

In 1961 or 1962 tun catholic pr eats were sentenced to 5 yaers on

denounciation of anather priest that they performed illegally religious

rituals. Both recently just had returned from Siberia.

,here is also a strong drive against "oficial church". Orthodox priests

are more orid more being called "tunayadtay".

Source named the fo owing priests

Rev DORA, fnu of TLUMICH, orthodox)
Rol IVAITIM,Inu. of PL1EINSK (bad mroattacked catholios),
Rev nONASTYRZY of IVANOTTAITICEVSIYI -"fine guyy refused to convert

to orthodoxy;
Rov ZHGVNIROVYGH ) fnuoageC 30, Ukrainian, near ParnairSK, graduate

of Orthodox Sminnry at LUCK; vory popular.

/  SEG d
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15. Sine-Soviet eonflelei

People talk about it in general con enting usually that *halt

because of it they have no rice. Most synpathise with Chinese for ample

reason they they are against the Says.

160 z.2941.tiga

Speculation is widespread and the higher the echelons the bifger ite

"scale". In 1962 they put on trial a fee directors of various enterprises,

high part4and administration of ii dials who were accused of a large scale

speculation between curt4in feta-tort/in IVAITOFRAITKIVZYI and similar one in

CSR. Source did not know the details.

17. la kegkapagouo

a! Foreign films are most popular in the Ukraine and stay on for

weeks and weeks. Same people see them for several times. source mentioned

such film as "Voina i nirn in American production, "The Great Woltz",

nRapsodie," ( German).

Iftsusfrarilvalvi theatre can cover its deficit only by ore:yang

Ukrainia# clareical dramas „mostly in the countryside. No interest for

Soviet ones.

b/ Still under etalin there was a ncleibt" order to all schools to
by SOSIURA

out out "Lubit t Ukrainelout of all books • This was the best advertisement

for the poem. Dverybedy read it,

c/ ieeple heard about Stashynskyi t s trial. nee knew at once that

both ( Robot and Bandera) were killed by 	 _ens%

4/ Telks about eecange of Ukrainian territories with Poland somewhat

subeided in 1963. Thre was much talk abo t _et in late 1962 and early 1963.

SHIT


